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We have all heard about large energy 

infrastructure models

Electricity

• Transmission system

• Distribution system including internet of things (smart meters, 

prosumers)

• Interactions between power markets and capacity in generation, 

transmission distribution

Natural gas networks and other energy infrastructure

Integrated modelling of multiple in energy infrastructures

• wholeSEM style modelling



Example 1,  top down representation of complex 
system
Lloyd’s Business Blackout scenario, “Erebos” US cyber 
catastrophe in electricity generation

• Question: What 
economic and 
insurance losses 
would a concerted 
cyber attack on 
cluster of NE power 
stations cause?

• Proposed answer: 
Use scenario 
analysis to explore 
and propose effect 
of a cyber-power 
outage

Image Source: North American Electric Reliability Corporation; 2013, Regional Entities, NERC Interconnections 
[Online] Available: http://www.nerc.com/AboutNERC/keyplayers/Pages/Regional-Entities.aspx/

NPCC

RFC

http://www.eia.gov/electricity/wholesale/


Scenario Development Process
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Historical Context
… of cyber catastrophes and of power outages

Catastrophe Selection: Timeline & Footprint
Sequencing of events in time

and space in hypothetical scenario

Narrative
Detailed description of events

3-4 variants of key assumptions for 

sensitivity testing
Direct Loss Assessment

Metrics of underwriting loss across many 

different lines of insurance business

Macroeconomic Consequences
Quantification of effects on 

many variables in the global economy 

(Investment Portfolio Impact)
Returns and performance over time 

of a range of investment assets



Erebos Cyber Blackout Stress Test Scenario:
Aurora Vulnerability 

• Idaho National Laboratory 2007 

• A generator remotely forced out of 
phase with the power grid by a cyber 
attack

• Compromise in either the protection 
relay or control signal

• Damage to the bushings, bearings, and 
coupling of the generator

• Generator was badly damaged and 
functionally unable to supply power to 
bulk power system

• www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJyWngDco
3g

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJyWngDco3g
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US Generators and Power Consumption
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Generators Attacked
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Erebos economic Impacts

• Outage disrupts the economic output of key region of US

oPower loss affects exports, labour supply, consumption, and 
consumer confidence: 

o Estimated Direct loss $60 Bn

• Insured loss estimated at $20 Bn

o Gencos compensated for physical damage, and much more 
for liability and business interruption

o Liability and contingent business interruption in tier 1 of 
supply chain much larger

• US economic loss: 3 year GDP@Risk $243 Bn

oCascading impact of power outage on US economy 
estimated using Oxford Economics’ Macroeconomic Model

10www.lloyds.com/news-and-insight/risk-insight/library/society-and-security/business-blackout

http://www.lloyds.com/news-and-insight/risk-insight/library/society-and-security/business-blackout


Modelling notes

Modeling looks more like a policy analysis than an OR 
analysis:

• Direct estimates of damage are made based on 
demographic and sectoral data, and empirically 
motivative restoration curves

• No power system modelling 

• No electricity market modelling (no LMP)

• Macroeconomic modelling used to capture links 
between power generation in NE USA and other parts 
of US economy
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Example 2, bottom up representation of complex 
system
J-Park eco-industrial park simulator [J Sikorski, M Kraft et al]



Examples 1 and 2 explore little in terms of 
operational control or system design

The consumer of this output wants a quantified 
representation of an actual system’s outputs
What is the value added of an optimization/control or 
operational or system design view?
Multiscale modelling challenges
• Industrial unit
• Plant level
• Park level
• Transportation / distribution
• Real time consumption and storage
• Dynamics and transients



Example 3, representation + control
Resilience of Natural Gas Networks, [Carvalho et al]

Carvalho et al, Resilience of Natural Gas Networks during 
Conflicts, PLOS One, March 2014

• Data set in four layers: Population density, European natural 
gas network and LNG terminals, Eu natural gas flows, Eu
urban areas footprint

• Study decentralised control 
for robustness against failure 
or sabotage

• Test system performance 
against scenarios, eg, 
hypothetical crisis when 
Russia with cuts supply to 
Europe



Country resilience of natural gas supply
[Carvalho et al]

Country is resilient to crises if it combines 

• High throughput per capita across scenarios 

• Low coefficient of variation of throughput



[Carvalho et al]



Example 4, ranking problems. 
World Cities at Risk aka Lloyd’s City Risk Index

• Released 3 Sep, 2015: Lloyd’s & CCRS

• 301 Cities

• 18 Threats

• First ever attempt to price a ten year “insurance 
premium” for …

Economic Loss to Cities 
from “All Threats”



The world’s economy is increasingly urbanized 
For example… 

London economic region has increased its share of UK output 
from 15% in 1960s to 45% today 

The 300 cities chosen generate about half of world GDP today, 
and are forecast to generate about 2/3 of world GDP in 2025



World Cities at Risk Threat-City Mapping
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http://www.lloyds.com/cityriskindex



World City Risk 2025

• 301 Cities

• 22 Threats

22

http://cambridgeriskframework.com/wcr



The point is to rank threats, ie, say which 
threats hurt more than others

• This is a first step toward cost-benefit analysis of 
maintaining the global economy
o Suggests a metric for resilience
o Next step is CBA for resilience and mitigation

• Involves a lot of
o BAD “Business As usual Data”
o BAMs “Business As usual Models”

Lesson 1. If you want to make a practical statement, get 
practical about your data and modelling

Lesson 2. There is originality in going to places that are 
not attractive in terms of data and methodology 
 cross disciplinary research
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Recent call for submissions for Data 
Science special issue of Math Prog B

• Online decision making
o Data-Driven Optimization of Ambiguous Reward-Risk Ratio Measures
o Data-Driven Inverse Optimization

• Large-scale statistics:  
o Minimax-Optimal Privacy-Preserving Sparse PCA in Distributed Systems
o Interpreting Latent Variables in Factor Models via Convex

• Optimization
o Wait-and-Judge Scenario Optimization
o Max-Norm Optimization for Robust Matrix Recovery

• Stochastic gradient and related learning algorithms
o Distributed Stochastic Variance Reduced Gradient Methods
o Doubly Stochastic Primal-Dual Coordinate Method for Regularized 

Empirical Risk Minimization

• Machine learning
o Elastic Prototype Classification
o Convex Optimization for Group Feature Selection of Networked Data
o Consistent Learning by Composite Proximal Thresholding
o A Discussion on Direct Learning to Rank and Rerank



Big data is like teenage sex: everyone talks 
about it, nobody really knows how to do it, 
everyone thinks everyone else is doing it, 
so everyone claims they are doing it...

[D. Ariely 2013]



Where would embedding generic data 
science techniques into OR for energy 
make the most impact?
 Electricity demand modelling has become a vexed subject because of 

prosumers and intermittency of green energy technology: 
o Models that account for consumer uptake of generation capacity –

whether social herding, or individual preferences and economic incentives 
– as well as capacity expansion, transmission expansion, markets and their 
governance 

o Is there a role for social network analysis to describe demand interactions 
between households, SMEs, large consumers? And relationships to gencos?

Large social sciences lit on social network analysis – does it capture entities 
rather than individuals?

 What would the energy ecosystem look like if gencos and electricity 
distribution & retail morphed into energy services entities?
o Think of vertical integration: genco + retailer has synergies including 

operational hedging that neither firm has on its own
o Now think “all energy” or “all utilities” and open innovation: what could a 

mythical “all energy service provider” do for a consumer?
o Consumer or technology trends supporting this?



Where would embedding generic data 
science techniques into OR for energy 
make the most impact?
 Combining electricity with natural gas & other energy markets –

actually this is a standard (if more challenging) extension of what we 

already do in electricity markets, eg, wholeSEM

 What learning can we take from the explosion of data analytics in 

online marketing and sales into energy?
o Bear in mind the large scale government-underwritten infrastructure is 

very different from decentralised retailing of non-critical goods and 

services 

Are there other industries with valid parallels to energy systems, perhaps 

telecoms?

 Is focus on smart meters misplaced, eg, what about refrigerators?

Economics (positive externalities) of social networks? [S Goyal]


